
 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

1 A. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the following box.( One word is extra.) 

 

Donate- Increase – creation – destroy – alike -  
1. Today, illegal hunters don't …………………. the natural homes of lovely birds. 
2. Planets are not so much…………….., they are different in many ways. 
3. Camel is one of the wonders of …………………. in this amazing world. 
4. They hope the number of cheetahs will……………… in the near future. 
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2 B. Complete the unfinished sentences.  
 
5. A clear and red liquid that carries red and white cells is called ………….. 
6. We can thank our creator by …………………..…….. our blood to those who need it. 
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3 C. Match the words in part ( A )with their definitions in part ( B ) .  
 
     A                                                                   B 
7. Defend                                a. a big piece of land with a lot of trees                  
8. Forest                                  b .a large round thing in space that moves around the sun                     
9. Inhabit                                c. to protect from danger, keep safe 
 
 

0.5 

Grammar 

4  
A. Underline the correct forms of the words in parenthesis. Then, write in answer 
sheet. 
 

10. She has enough money. She……. (will buy /is going to buy) a new house. 
11. Life is a pure adventure. The …...you get,…..you understand( older-the more 

/old-the most) 
12. Conducting a good research involves gathering …… from various sources. 

(data/datum) 
13. By doing that bizarre behavior ,he showed his true 

…………(personality/personalities)    
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5 B. Choose the best answer. 
 

  14.    A: “Can I help you?” 
        B: “Yes, I am looking for a ………… dress for my daughter.” 
                a. small red cotton                                 b. small cotton red       
                c. red small cotton                                d. cotton small red 
 
15. A: “What’s the matter, you look puzzling?”  
        B: “I‘ve got …………. with my computer. It isn’t connecting to ……………..”  
                a. some problem/Internet                     b. the problem/the Internet 
                c. a problem/the Internet                         d. a problem/an Internet 

 

0.5 

6  
C. There is an error in each sentence, find and correct it. 
 
16. The tourists will going to Shiraz this Saturday afternoon. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
17. Asia is the most developed than Europe. 
……………………………………………………………………………………..   
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Writing 

7  

A. Unscramble the words in each group to make meaningful sentences. 
 

18. are / hard-working / more / lazy / students / than / clever / students 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

19.beautiful/have/never/I/brown/forgotten/that/large/wooden/table/. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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8 B. Choose the best item to complete the sentence. 
 

20. There are three (watch / watches) on the table. 

21. My grandfather is (a / an) old man and I like him very much. 

22. Humans have two (foot / feet) but some animals have four (leg / legs). 

23. Last night, Mr. ( sohrabi / Sohrabi) and I saw ( Saman / saman) in the park. 
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Reading comprehension 

9 Cloze: Fill in the following text using the options given below it.  

Many people in the world tend to travel to South Africa. It is a scorching hot 

……24……, but people would like to have a safe voyage there to visit ……25……. 

My parents said that we ……26……there next week. I wonder how many animals 

live there but I am fond of seeing all of them. My father says we cannot  

….27…….wild animals as they may attack us .The folks over there know the 

animals fully well and we will need their help to achieve our aim. 

24. a. country            b. continent          c. planet                       d. tropical 

25.a. museum          b. wildlife               c. countryside             d. malls 

26.a. are going         b. will be gone      c. will go                       d. going 

27. a. converse        b.  improve            c. educate                    d. approach 
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10    Passage: Read the following text and answer the questions after it.  
 
            The Giant Panda is a superstar in the animal kingdom. The forests where pandas 
live are becoming smaller and smaller, so they may not be able to find mates or food 
anymore. They only live in the forests of China. The Giant Pandas’ favorite food is 
bamboo. Sometimes they also eat small animals and insects, as well as fruits. Giant 
Pandas are part of the bear family. When awake, they are almost always eating 
bamboo. They just love to eat!  
  In China, the Giant Pandas’ home, the number of people is increasing. Homes and 
farms are being built here and there in the forests, and the places where they live are 
being destroyed. Now they live in small groups in many small forests, and it’s very hard 
for male pandas to find mates. They’re even having trouble finding their joy-bamboo. 
There is a plan to help the Giant Panda. By building paths, all of the separate forests 
that the panda live in will be connected. To do this some farmlands will have to be 
returned to nature. This means it will be difficult to save the Giant Panda if people 
don’t stop developing.   
  True / False 
28. The Giant Panda's natural home is forests of China. True  False 
29. The Giant Panda is not an endangered animal. True  False 
30. Chinese are building homes for the Giant Panda. True  False 
31. The underlined word in line 2 refers to………….. 
   a) forests            b) pandas           c) mates           d) food 
32. What does the Giant Panda eat? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 
33. What is the plan which helps the Giant Panda? 
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